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THE RESULTS:

19% 
firmer tone

41% 
more youthful 
looking skin*

55% 
more effective 
at wrinkle repair**

181% 
immediate increase 
in skin hydration

Ageing is an inevitable process.

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANCE® products help defeat 
skin’s destiny. Intervention works in every direction and 
occurs at every layer of the skin.

Whether your level of defence is proactive, preventive or 
restorative, start right now to see younger-looking skin.

*overall rating of the visible signs of ageing
**over previous TIME DEFIANCE technology

BELIEVE IN RADIANT RENEWAL

TiME
DEFiANCE®

YOUR SECRET WEAPON AGAINST TIME

MODERN PRODUCTS FOR THE MODERN WOMAN 
WHO TAKES CONTROL OF HER LIFE

IMPRESSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN SKIN’S 
TEXTURE, TONE AND RESILIENCY
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ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANCE® is for the woman 
determined to seize control of every aspect of her being. 

The TIME DEFIANCE woman is younger than ever before, 
but still seeks to purchase products that have traditionally 
been called “anti-ageing.” 

CONCERNED
She is concerned about and committed to maintaining 
a youthful appearance, regardless of her age. Whether 
she is working proactively in her 20s or restoring her 
youthful appearance, she is aware of the biological and 
visible changes that will happen and are happening to her 
skin at every moment. This awareness translates into a 
commitment to her daily skincare regime. 

INFORMED 
Like all ARTISTRY women, the TIME DEFIANCE consumer 
is informed about health, skincare technology, the 
ingredients in many anti-ageing products, what their 
claims and benefits are, and what she can reasonably 
expect from them. She will spend time to seek out 
the ideal products to help slow and reverse the visible 
signs of ageing such as fine lines, wrinkles, and lack of 
firmness.

COMMITTED 
TIME DEFIANCE products are ideal for consumers of all 
ages who are serious about slowing down the visible 
signs of ageing.

TAkINg SkINcARE TO A NEW LEVEL

THE
CUsTOMEr

THE BENEFITS: HER SECRET WEAPON AGAINST TIME

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANCE® products protect against the effects of 
time for ageless beauty. Using new advancements in skin science 
and technology, TIME DEFIANCE products help our customer take her 
skincare regime to a new level.
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Derma Cell Exchange

Derma Cell Exchange is a treatment concept pioneered by the scientists at the ARTISTRY® Centre for 
Skin Health Research. It works to renew skin and fight the visible signs of ageing by restoring cellular 
communication in three distinct phases:

PHASE I: STIMULATE
As our skin cells age, they lose their firm outlines. In turn, skin begins to sink from the lack of fullness – and 
this is when fine lines and wrinkles begin to form. Phase I of Derma Cell Exchange nourishes skin cells, 
sparking them to reignite a complex communication process.

PHASE II: CONNECT
The network that connects our skin cells is also subject to the effects of time and ageing. When the cellular 
matrix loses elasticity, the network can fail. Phase II of Derma Cell Exchange helps keep the network taut, 
tightening the connections between cells in order to facilitate the flow of communication.

PHASE III: PROTECT
Finally, once we have toned the network and cleared the lines of communication between skin cells, we need 
to protect the network from further disruptions. Phase III of Derma Cell Exchange helps protect our now-
vibrant communication network. 

Exclusive ARTISTRY® ingredient complexes support these three phases.

THE
TECHNOLOGy

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANCE® products focus on the importance of 
cellular communication, pioneering a concept called Derma Cell 
Exchange. 
Treating only the top layer of our skin – the part we see – treats 
only a fraction of the effects of time and ageing. ARTISTRY TIME 
DEFIANCE technology goes further - nourishing the skin and naturally 
stimulating the exchange of communication between cells.
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TIME DEFIANCE® - YOUR SECRET WEAPON AGAINST TIME

Derma Cell Exchange (0) prevents and repairs the visible signs of ageing. 

Intensive Repair (•) naturally boosts skin’s ability to reverse past damage. 

Each product in the TIME DEFIANCE range works with advanced complexes to offer you the 
perfect anti-ageing regime.

TIME DEFIANCE DERMA CELL EXCHANGE
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CLEANSE
Cleansing  
Treatment

0 0

TONE Conditioning Toner 0 0

TREAT

3D Lifting serum 0 0 0 0

intensive repair Daily 0 •

intensive repair 
serum

0 •

MOISTURISE

Day Protect Creme / 
Lotion

0 0 0

Night recovery 
Creme / Lotion

0 0 0

Lifting Eye Creme 0 0 0 0 0

PERFECT
Firming Creme  

Foundation
0 0 0 0

THE TEcHNOLOgY

�. CLEANSE

Cleansing Treatment

Conditioning Toner

2. TONE

�. TREAT

�D Lifting Serum

Intensive Repair Daily

Intensive Repair 
Serum

4. MOISTURISE

Day Protection Creme/Lotion

Night Recovery 
Creme/Lotion

Lifting Eye Creme

�. PERFECT

Firming Creme Foundation
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TIME DEFIANCE® CLEANSING TREATMENT
VS/QO 102795

Size: 125g

Skin Type: All skin types

Product Description: 
Treat the visible signs of ageing beginning at the very first step of your routine. This luxurious cleanser 
containing Derma Cell Exchange stimulates cellular communication as it thoroughly cleanses the skin. An 
innovative moisture delivery system repairs dryness and restores moisture balance for renewed skin comfort.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Derma Cell Exchange Helps prevent the visible signs of ageing by 
restoring youthful cellular communication Skin 
begins to act younger

Exclusive HLM+ Complex Nourishes cells and stimulates the 
communication process

Contains Derma I Maintains skin’s youthful firmness and elasticity

Contains Patented Oat Extract Soothes and calms skin

Contains NUTRIWAY® approved Chamomile Soothes skin

Contains Licorice Root extract, a known  
anti-inflammatory

Restores skin’s ability to resist irritation  
and redness

A targeted moisture delivery system Visibly repairs and hydrates skin where needed 
for balanced moisturisation 

Increases hydration by �9% after one use 

Leaves skin soft and supple 

Adjustable delivery makes this formula suitable 
for all skin types 

PRODucT RANgE

CLEANsE
Treatment starts at the first step of your TIME DEFIANCE® skincare 
regime with this gentle, yet effective facial cleanser. Both morning 
and evening, gently wash away skin impurities and restore skin’s 
comfort and youthfulness.

Younger-looking skin begins with 

the very first step of your skincare 

routine. The moment you cleanse, 

a “smart” delivery system sends 

help to where it’s needed. Exclusive 

Derma Cell Exchange stimulates 

and restores communication 

between skin cells. Skin actually 

begins to act younger.
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TIME DEFIANCE® CONDITIONING TONER
VS/QO 102796

Size: 2�0ml

Skin Type: All Skin types

Product Description:

This toner goes beyond luxurious purification. Gentle exfoliation prepares skin for treatment and enhances 
the performance of the rest of your skincare regime. Exclusive Derma Cell Exchange stimulates and restores 
communication between skin cells. Skin actually begins to act younger.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Derma Cell Exchange Helps prevent the visible signs of ageing by 
stimulating and connecting the network for 
youthful cell communication

Exclusive HLM+ Complex Nourishes cells and stimulates the 
communication process

Leaves skin soft and supple

Maintains skin’s moisture balance
Contains Derma I Maintains skin’s youthful firmness and elasticity

Contains patented Oat Extract Gently exfoliates, soothes and calms skin

Contains ingredients to enhance

delivery/penetration

Conditions skin

Boosts Time Defiance Moisturiser performance 
by �0%

Contains NUTRIWAY® approved Chamomile Soothes skin

Conditioning Toner formulation Appropriate for all skin types

After cleansing the skin each morning and evening follow with the 
TIME DEFIANCE® Conditioning Toner to prepare the skin for the 
treatment steps and boost effectiveness of your daily routine.

PRODucT RANgE

TONE

Beyond luxurious purification, 

gentle exfoliation prepares skin 

for treatment and enhances the 

performance of the rest of your 

skincare regime. Exclusive  

Derma Cell Exchange stimulates 

and restores communication 

between skin cells. Skin actually 

begins to act younger.
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TIME DEFIANCE® DAY PROTECT CREME SPF 15
VS/QO 101821   Size: �0ml   Skin Type: Normal-to-Dry

TIME DEFIANCE® DAY PROTECT LOTION SPF 15
VS/QO 101822   Size: �0ml   Skin Type: Normal-to-Oily

Product Description: Prevent the visible signs of ageing with a luxurious daytime creme or lotion containing 
Derma Cell Exchange, the latest technology available to protect from UV radiation and the four stages of free 
radical damage, while encouraging youthful cell communication within the skin.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Contains Derma Cell Exchange technology Helps prevent the visible signs of ageing by 
protecting the cellular network

4�% more youthful looking skin in �2 weeks*

��% more effective at reducing the appearance 
of wrinkles**

�8�% immediate increase in skin hydration
The exclusive HLM+ Complex Nourishes cells and stimulates the 

communication process

Rebalances skin’s moisture content

Contains Derma I Maintains skin’s youthful firmness and elasticity

ARTISTRY® skincare’s free radical complex,

Defence Complex 4

Protects from four levels of free radical damage

Provides up to �0 hours of continuous 
antioxidant protection

Broad-spectrum UVA/UVB SPF 15 Protects from sun damage

Helps prevent future lines and wrinkles

Suitable for sunscreen - sensitive skin
Creme Rich, nourishing creme

Lotion Lightweight oil-free lotion

Appropriate for normal-to-dry skin

Appropriate for normal-to-oily skin

* Visible signs of ageing: fine lines, wrinkles, roughness, loss of elasticity, uneven skin tone, loss of firmness, dryness.
**Over current TIME DEFIANCE Moisturisers.

For ageless skin, protection is 

your best defence. Breakthrough 

Derma Cell Exchange helps restore 

communication between cells, so 

skin “remembers” how to be young 

again. SPF �� UVA/UVB actually 

helps stop wrinkles before they 

start, while advanced antioxidant 

protection shields skin from free 

radical damage with up to �0 hours 

of continuous protection. Firmness 

and elasticity are maintained. Skin 

looks healthy and ageless.

PRODucT RANgE

MOisTUrisE/
PrOTECT

After cleansing and conditioning in the morning, use a moisturiser 
on a daily basis to keep skin hydrated and to protect skin all  
day long.
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TIME DEFIANCE® NIGHT RECOVERY CREME
VS/QO 101823  Size: �0ml  Skin Type: Normal-to-Dry

TIME DEFIANCE® NIGHT RECOVERY LOTION
VS/QO 101824  Size: �0ml  Skin Type: Normal-to-Oily

Product Description: Reverse the visible signs of ageing while you sleep with the night time creme or lotion 
that contains Derma Cell Exchange. Advanced formula helps visibly repair the signs of premature ageing 
caused by environmental stresses. Awaken to a renewed complexion.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Contains Derma cell Exchange technology Helps repair the visible signs of ageing

4�% more youthful looking skin in �2 weeks*

��% more effective at reducing the appearance 
of wrinkles**

�8�% immediate increase in skin hydration
The exclusive HLM+ complex Nourishes cells and stimulates the 

communication process

Rebalances skin’s moisture content

Contains Derma II Restores firmness by �9% in �2 weeks and 
elasticity by 22% in �2 weeks

ARTISTRY® skincare’s free radical complex,

Defence complex 4

Protects from four levels of free radical damage

Provides up to �0 hours of continuous 
antioxidant protection

Restores youthfulness by increasing skin energy 
and vitality

Skin looks younger 

creme Rich, nourishing creme

Lotion Lightweight oil-free lotion

Appropriate for normal-to-dry skin

Appropriate for normal-to-oily skin

* Visible signs of ageing: fine lines, wrinkles, roughness, loss of elasticity, uneven skin tone, loss of firmness, dryness.
**Over current TIME DEFIANCE Moisturisers.

Repair your skin while you sleep. 

Wake to more youthful looking 

skin. Beauty sleep becomes 

more beautiful than ever. Derma 

Cell Exchange optimises cellular 

communication to help repair 

and reverse the visible signs of 

ageing. Cellular energy is naturally 

boosted to help restore firmness 

and elasticity. Free radical damage 

within the skin is defeated.

PRODucT RANgE

MOisTUrisE/
rEPAir

After cleansing and conditioning in the evening, use a moisturiser  
to hydrate and repair skin. Restore a youthful appearance while  
you sleep.
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to hydrate and repair skin. Restore a youthful appearance while  
you sleep.
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TIME DEFIANCE® FIRMING CREME FOUNDATION
Size: 30ml Skin Type: Normal-to-Dry

Product Description: Instantly perfect and protect your skin with a rich foundation offering medium-to-full coverage and a naturally 

radiant finish. Features TIME DEFIANCE Derma Cell Exchange encouraging skin’s youthful cellular communication and Dual Phase 

Colour Control allowing a smooth, lifted, luminous new surface. Patent pending Aura of Protection and Broad Spectrum SPF protect 

both on and above the surface of the skin from the daily environmental exposure.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Contains Derma cell Exchange Helps prevent the visible signs of ageing by 
protecting the cellular network and increasing 
the cellular communication

The exclusive HLM+ complex Nourishes cells and stimulates the 
communication process

Rebalances skin’s moisture content
Contains Derma I Maintains skin’s youthful firmness and elasticity

Patent pending Aura of Protection  
free radical complex

Provides a protective shield from environmental 
free radicals on and ABOVE the surface of the 
skin

Broad-spectrum uVA/uVB SPF 15 Protects from sun damage

Helps prevent future lines and wrinkles

Suitable for sunscreen-sensitive skin
Exclusive Dual Phase colour control Acts as a base controller within the foundation 

to provide an even complexion in one easy step

Offered in 5 universal colours Provides an accurate shade match with every 
individual achieving a flawless, natural looking 
complexion

Medium-to-Full adjustable coverage Appropriate for normal-to-dry skin

Rich formula Appropriate for normal-to-dry skin

Perfect skin to flawless. Protect 

for ultimate youthful beauty. 

Protects both on and above the 

skin’s surface with an advanced 

SPF �� UVA/UVB formula plus a 

patent pending Aura of Protection 

antioxidant shield to prevent visible 

lines and wrinkles. Exclusive Derma 

Cell Exchange helps maintain 

firmness. Perfects with Dual Phase 

Colour Control which instantly evens 

skin tone for a naturally flawless 

look. Medium-to-full controllable 

coverage. Universal Shades to 

easily match any skin tone.

PRODucT RANgE

PErFECT
After a completed skincare regime, use TIME DEFIANCE® Firming 
Creme Foundation to instantly perfect the skin’s appearance while 
maximising protection and hydration.
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TIME DEFIANCE® FIRMING CREME FOUNDATION
Size: 30ml Skin Type: Normal-to-Dry

Product Description: Instantly perfect and protect your skin with a rich foundation offering medium-to-full coverage and a naturally 

radiant finish. Features TIME DEFIANCE Derma Cell Exchange encouraging skin’s youthful cellular communication and Dual Phase 

Colour Control allowing a smooth, lifted, luminous new surface. Patent pending Aura of Protection and Broad Spectrum SPF protect 

both on and above the surface of the skin from the daily environmental exposure.
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RENEWED SKIN –  
RENEWED LOOK

TIME DEFIANCE® SKIN 
REFINISHING LOTION
TIME DEFIANCE Skin Refinishing 
Lotion is a natural exfoliant that 
works perfectly with the dullest of 
skin, making it the ideal product for 
restoring a youthful glow and the 
perfect complement to the TIME 
DEFIANCE offering. Make TIME 
DEFIANCE Skin Refinishing Lotion 
part of your daily routine and enjoy 
smoother, more radiant skin.

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

rEJUVENATE
SKIN REFINISHING LOTION
VS/QO 100240

Size: �0ml

Skin Type: All Skin Types

TIME DEFIANCE Skin Refinishing Lotion is a light 
exfoliating lotion that helps instantly improve skin 
texture. It revitalises the skin by increasing cell 
turnover and removing dead skin cells.

After the first application, this light, lotion-to-powder 
formulation immediately leaves skin feeling and 
looking smoother. Especially beneficial for those who 
have experienced sensitivity to acid-based exfoliants, 
TIME DEFIANCE Skin Refinishing Lotion is a non-
acid formulation with a unique combination of sugar 
derivatives and algae in addition to oat proteins.

FEATURES & BENEFITS

• Instantly improves skin smoothness with gentle patented oat exfoliation technology.

• Noticeably improves overall skin tone and luminosity within one week.

• Enhances the natural exfoliation process with exclusive naturally based technology.

• Ophthalmologist, dermatologist and allergy tested; non-comedogenic.
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younger looking skin in 14 nights

Protect your skin from free radical 
damage at four levels of attack with 
patent-pending Defence 4 to defy age 
beyond procedures.

TIME DEFIANCE® Intensive Repair Serum

Experience powerful results without the risk and 
irritation of a chemical peel. This revolutionary �4-
night treatment offers some of the most advanced 
age-defying technology available today to reverse the 
visible signs of ageing where it starts. Because it’s 
so effective, ARTISTRY® Intensive Repair Serum only 
needs to be used four times a year, preferably at the 
change of every season.

261% IMPROVEMENT IN 
SKIN CLARITY

As you age, skin begins to lose its clarity. 
Skin clarity is defined on a scale of 
appearance, with one end of the scale 
being dull, or matte-looking skin, and the 
other end of the scale being bright, or 
luminous skin. Intensive Repair Serum 
improves skin clarity by 26�%.

99% VISIBLE REDUCTION IN 
FINE LINES

A fine line is defined as the beginning 
of a wrinkle. It is the point at which you 
begin to see a visible line on the skin.  
If you were to pull the skin taut around 
a fine line, the fine line would disappear. 
Fine lines also make skin appear rough 
in texture. Intensive Repair Serum 
improves the appearance of fine lines  
by 99%.

83% IMPROVEMENT IN SKIN 
SMOOTHNESS

Skin smoothness is defined as the 
physical feel of the skin. Skin can feel 
anywhere from smooth to the touch or 
rough. Intensive Repair Serum improves 
skin smoothness by 8�%.

See the difference
These unretouched photos of a silicone 
skin replica show the amazing results 
using TIME DEFIANCE Intensive Repair 
Serum after only �4 nights. A silicone 
skin replica is an actual impression of 
the skin used to measure improvement 
in the number and depth of fine lines.

BEFORE AFTER

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

TrEAT
INTENSIVE REPAIR SERUM
VS/QO 100282

Size: �4 Night Treatment

Skin Type: All Skin Types

Give skin a seasonal boost with TIME 
DEFIANCE Intensive Repair Serum. Reverse 
the visible signs of ageing where it starts 
with this revolutionary �4-night treatment. 
High-performance Deep Night Action Complex 
boosts skin’s natural ability to repair from 
environmental stresses and prevents the 
signs of premature ageing.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Contains Deep Night Action Complex for 
Intensive treatment to the skin

Powerful combination of enzymes and �2 
precious ingredients to protect and repair the 
skin from visible signs of premature ageing

Antioxidant Prevents skin from free radical environmental 
damage

�4 night treatment product Recommended to be used four times a year 
when skin is damaged and stressed

Dramatic Results When used in combination with complete TIME 
DEFIANCE skincare system
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ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

TrEAT
DERMA ERASE
VS/QO 102050

Size: 4ml

Skin Type: All Skin Types

Instantly transform the appearance of expression lines or frown 
lines into smoother, younger looking skin with TIME DEFIANCE 
Derma Erase technology from the ARTISTRY TIME DEFIANCE range. 
Targeted application allows for easy delivery with long term results.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Light weight serum Easily applied and absorbed

Patented Peptide Relaxes expression lines

Pen application Allows for easy application to target areas

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

TrEAT
3D LIFTING SERUM
VS/QO 103426

Size: �0ml

Skin Type: All Skin Types

Firmer skin in 20 minutes! Defy gravity with this revolutionary treatment. 
TIME DEFIANCE �D Lifting Serum targets sagging skin with Derma Cell 
Exchange for immediate and long term skin improvements. The result 
- firmer, more visually lifted skin.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Concentrated treatment formula 
Featuring Derma Cell Exchange to prevent and 
repair visible signs of sagging skin

Patented Ingredients Skin is visibly firmer and youthfully lifted

�2% Improvement in skin’s firmness
Appearance of skin’s firmness is noted over a 
�-week period
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ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

TrEAT
INTENSIVE REPAIR DAILY
VS/QO 102006

Size: �0ml

Skin Type: All Skin Types

This powerful daily use product is the companion to TIME DEFIANCE Intensive 
Repair Serum to protect the amazing results and investment made in the 
quarterly treatment. TIME DEFIANCE Intensive Repair Serum contains 
Ultrasomes™ to seasonally boost skin’s natural ability to repair past damage. 
TIME DEFIANCE Intensive Repair Daily contains light activated Photosomes™ 
to provide protection and repair benefits everyday. These two products were 
designed to work together. 

• Skin maintains its youthful clarity, smoothness and moisture content between 
quarterly treatments.

• Boosts skin’s natural ability to protect and repair from environmental insult.

• Designed for all skin types.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Light activated Photosomes
Derived from plant algae, provide a layer of 
defence to restore the skin’s natural appearance

Extends the benefits of Intensive Repair Serum
Proven to extend the benefits already achieved 
from quarterly treatment with Intensive Repair 
Serum.

Clinical results show: Increase in moisture, smoothness and clarity

ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®: TARgETED SOLuTIONS

TrEAT
VITAMIN C + WILD YAM TREATMENT
VS/QO 205718

Size: �0ml

Skin Type: All Skin Types

Reduce the appearance of wrinkles with TIME DEFIANCE 
Vitamin C + Wild Yam Treatment. This intensive spot 
treatment designed to improve the appearance of mature 
or sun damaged skin features a unique 2- part packaging 
system that allows ultimate freshness of actives for 
maximum results.

FEATURE BENEFIT

Vitamin C
Antioxidant protection against free radicals on 
the surface of the skin

Wild Yam
Botanical extract benefiting aged and premature 
aged skin

Two part packaging
Allows ultimate freshness of vitamin C, activated 
at time of use

Oil free Lightweight serum, suitable for all skin types
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TIME DEFIANCE® LIFTING EYE CRÈME
VS/QO 105532

Size: ��g

Skin Type: All Skin types

FEATURE BENEFIT

Contains ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANCE Derma Cell 
Exchange technology with patent-pending Derma 
I, Derma II and Derma III

Reduces the appearance of saggy skin around 
the eyes; gently firms skin for a virtual lift; 
reduces the appearance of fine lines

Derma I contains Soybean Protein, Rice Protein 
and Sunflower Seed

Maintains skin’s youthful firmness and elasticity

Derma II contains Centella Asiatica, Corn Kernel 
and Seaweed

Helps boost the skin’s natural ability to restore 
firmness, elasticity and energy

Derma III (Firming Complex) contains Buckwheat, 
Citrus Unshiu Peel, Algae

Provides long-term improvements to the 
appearance of loose or saggy skin

Contains HLM+ with humectants like Glycerin 
and lipids like Lecithin, plus Rosemary Leaf

Supplements natural lipids and humectants in 
the skin; improves moisture barrier function; 
keeps skin moisturised and supple

Contains ARTISTRY Exclusive Eye Liposome Helps protect against and reduce the 
appearance of puffiness and dark circles

INTRODucINg NEW ARTISTRY® TIME DEFIANcE®

LiFTiNG EyE
CrÈME
A WELcOME ADDITION TO THE AgE-DEFYINg TIME DEFIANcE 
FAMILY OF PRODucTS

GIVE YOUR EYES A VIRTUAL LIFT
Open your eyes to the latest advancement in skincare for the delicate eye 
area. TIME DEFIANCE Lifting Eye Creme with Derma Cell Exchange visibly 
lifts and smooths the skin, reducing the appearance of fine lines and 
wrinkles. Nutrients like buckwheat and green algae work together to help 
firm and restore elasticity. Puffiness and dark circles are diminished for 
eyes as bright and beautiful as you are.

Before After
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